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Project Outline Aims and objectives 
Solid tumours, such as non-small cell lung cancers (NSCLC), are often characterised by 
their ability grow and metastasise in oxygen and nutrient poor environments, but 
how is this achieved?  Our work has identified a novel pathway for regulating cell 
growth in cancer cells through accumulation of a rate-limiting step in the Krebs cycle 
(2-oxoglutarate) and an evolutionary conserved but poorly understood post-
translational modification in humans, termed lipoylation (1,2). The overall objective 
of this research is to examine how lipoylation controls cancer cell growth and to 
determine if targeting enzymes involved in lipoate formation may be of benefit in 
NSCLC. Key aims are: 
 
Aim 1) To determine how changes in protein lipoylation affect cell growth through 
metabolic regulation of the Krebs cycle or through remodelling chromatin. 
 
Aim 2) To use unbiased CRISPR/Cas9 forward genetic screens to identify genes that 
confer synthetic lethality when lipoylation is impaired. 
 

Experimental plan Aim 1. The HCC15 cell line (NRAS- and STK11-mutant), represents a robust model of 
studying metabolic changes in NSCLC (3), and will be used to explore how lipoylation 
affects cell growth. CRISPR/Cas9 deletion of lipoate enzymes will inform on how 
lipoylation affects metabolism (through modulating activity of the 2-oxoglutarate 
dehydrogenase complex) and cell fates (chromatin remodelling and activation of the 
HIF response). Lipoylation of mitochondrial proteins will be determined by 
quantitative mass spectrometry. Further studies will focus on chromatin remodelling 
enzymes (e.g. histone demethylases) found to be regulated by lipoylation directly or 
indirectly through changes in 2-oxoglutarate levels. 
 
Aim 2. We have shown that cancer cells that have adapted to loss of lipoylation can 
still survive, suggesting that alternate metabolic pathways can compensate for lipoate 
loss. Identifying these compensatory mechanisms may provide novel therapeutic 
strategies. By taking cells that are deficient in lipoylation we can use forward genetic 
approaches that are well established in the lab, to identify genes that confer synthetic 
lethality. Characterising the genes and pathways involved will form a substantial part 
of this project.  

Main Techniques • Molecular biology 
• CRISPR/Cas9 genetic screens and CRISPR knock-in 
• Flow cytometry 
• Quantitative mass spectrometry 
• Metabolomics 
• Mammalian cell tissue culture 
• Protein Biochemistry 
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